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The overall goal of our work is to build a dependency grammar-based human sentence processor for Hindi.

As a first step towards this end, we present a dependency grammar that is motivated by psycholinguistic concerns.
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Introduction

- Most of the human sentence processing proposals and modeling work generally employ a constituent-based representation
  - mainly because of how modern linguistics has evolved
- Dependency grammar has been quite popular in computational linguistics
- Related to lexicalized grammars such as LTAG, CCG, etc. (eg. Kuhlmann (2007))
  - Categorial Grammar: to handle processing of empty categories (Pickering & Barry, 1991)
  - Dependency categorial grammar: processing both local and non-local dependencies (Pickering, 1994)
  - LTAG: (Kim, Srinivas, & Trueswell, 1998), Demberg (2010) has proposed a psycholinguistically motivated P-LTAG
Dependency-based paradigm remains mostly unexplored in psycholinguistics

- To our knowledge, the work of Boston and colleagues (Boston et al., 2011), (Boston et al., 2008) is the only such attempt.

Can a processing model based on dependency paradigm account for classic psycholinguistic phenomena?

Can one adapt a high performance dependency parser for psycholinguistic research? If yes, then how?

How will the differences in different dependency parsing paradigms affect the predictive capacity of the models based on them?

...
Relevant experimental work

- Locality constraints
- Expectation-based/Predictive sentence processing
- Processing word order variation
Background: Hindi

- One of the official languages of India, an Indo-European language
- Free-word order, head final, relatively rich morphology
- Agreement: Verb-Subject, Noun-Adjective

(1) a. malaya ne abhiisheka ko kitaaba dii
   Malaya ERG Abhishek DAT book gave
   ‘Malaya gave a book to Abhishek.’ (S-IO-O-V)

b. malaya ne kitaaba abhiisheka ko dii (S-O-IO-V)

c. abhiisheka ko malaya ne kitaaba dii (IO-S-O-V)

d. abhiisheka ko kitaaba malaya ne dii (IO-O-S-V)

e. kitaaba abhiisheka ko malaya ne dii (O-IO-S-V)

f. kitaaba malaya ne abhiisheka ko dii (O-S-IO-V)
A great deal of experimental research has shown that working-memory limitations play a major role in sentence comprehension difficulty (e.g., (Lewis & Vasishth, 2005), (Gibson, 2000))
Sentence processing is immediate and incremental
Some words must be retained for future processing

(2) John gave Emma a gift that she liked very much.

like $\rightarrow$ gift
gift must be interpreted as an object of liked, but in order to make such an interpretation, gift must be retained in memory until like is encountered

Such memory usage is not unique to the above sentence, but is commonplace.
(3) a. \(\text{DISTANCE} = 1\) The administrator who the nurse\(_1\) *supervised* scolded the medic while. . .

b. \(\text{DISTANCE} = 2\) The administrator who the nurse\(_1\) from the clinic\(_2\) *supervised* scolded the medic while. . .

c. \(\text{DISTANCE} = 3\) The administrator who the nurse\(_1\) who was\(_2\) from the clinic\(_3\) *supervised* scolded the medic while. . .

Reading time at *supervised* should be a function of distance
Relevant experimental work: Expectation-based/Predictive processing

- Considerable empirical evidence for predictive parsing (e.g., Konieczny (2000), Staub and Clifton (2006), Kamide, Scheepers, and Altmann (2003))

- Different accounts of how this unfolds:
  - (Konieczny, 2000), (Grodner & Gibson, 2005), (Vasishth & Lewis, 2006), (Levy, 2008), (also see, Demberg (2010))
Empirical evidence: Antilocality effects (Konieczny, 2000)

(4) a. \(\text{Distance} = 2\)
   Er hat das Buch, das Lisa gestern gekauft hatte, hingelegt
   He has the book, that Lisa yesterday bought had, laid down
   ‘The has laid down the book that Lisa had bought yesterday

b. \(\text{Distance} = 0\)
   Er hat das Buch hingelegt, das Lisa gestern gekauft hatte
   He has the book laid down, that Lisa yesterday bought had
   ‘He has laid down the book that Lisa had bought yesterday’

Reading time at \textit{hingelegt} are faster when distance is more
Processing word order variation is costly (Hyona & Hujanen, 1997), (Bader & Meng, 1999), (Kaiser & Trueswell, 2004), (Sekerina, 2003), (Vasishth, 2004)

Processing costs could be due to variety of reasons (such as, syntactic complexity, frequency, information structure, prosody, memory constraints, etc).
Relevant experimental work

- Processing cost due to:
  - Locality constraints → resource limitation
  - Expectation-based/Predictive processing → predictive parsing
  - Processing word order variation → predictive parsing
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The task of automatic grammar induction from a treebank can be thought of as making explicit the implicit grammar present in the treebank.

Can be beneficial for a variety of tasks, such as, complementing traditional hand-written grammars, comparing grammars of different languages, building parsers, etc. (Xia, 2001), (Kolachina et al., 2010)

Our task is much more focussed: we want to bootstrap a grammar from a Hindi dependency treebank (Bhatt et al., 2009) that can be used for a dependency-based human sentence processor for Hindi.
Inducing a (psycholinguistically motivated) dependency grammar for Hindi from a dependency treebank

- **Main components:**
  - Lexicon,
  - Frame variations,
  - Probability distribution of dependency types,
  - Prediction rules
Lexicon

- Syntactic properties of various heads (e.g. verbs)
- Apriori selection of the argument relations in the Hindi dependency treebank
  1. Subject
  2. Object
  3. Indirect object
  4. Experiencer verb subject
  5. Goal
  6. Noun complements of subject (for copula verbs)
Based on these we formed around 13 clusters. These clusters were then merged into 6 super-clusters based on the previously mentioned relations (this time acting as discriminators). These super-clusters correspond to:

1. Intransitive verbs (e.g. so ‘sleep’, gira ‘fall’)
2. Transitive verbs (e.g. khaa ‘eat’)
3. Ditransitives (e.g. de ‘give’)
4. Experiencer verbs (e.g. dikha ‘to appear’)
5. Copula (e.g. hai ‘is’)
6. Goal verbs (e.g. jaa ‘go’)

HBV
The 6 verb classes can be thought of as tree-templates and can be associated with various class specific constraints such as:

1. number of mandatory arguments,
2. part-of-speech category of the arguments,
3. canonical order of the arguments,
4. relative position of the argument with respect to the verb,
5. agreement (but for now won’t talk about this)
6. etc.
Figure 1: A simplified transitive tree-template. Aux = Auxiliaries. * signifies 0 or more instances.

- $(i, j, x)$ will be instantiated by those lexical items that are of a particular type (eg. $x$ with transitive verbs)
- encodes the arity of the verbal head
- canonical word order of its dependents
Lexicon: Tree-templates encode argument order

Figure 2: A simplified transitive tree template showing object fronting. Aux = Auxiliaries, $\phi_j = \text{canonical position of object } j$

- the arc coming into the empty node ($\phi_j$) is not a dependency relation (just a representational strategy to show order variation)
Tree-templates have been induced using finite verb occurrences,

But, finite-templates cannot be used for non-finite verbs

- because the surface requirements of non-finite verbs are different from that of finite verbs,
- when *khaa* “eat” occurs as *khaakara* “having eaten”, its original requirement changes: no subject,
- In addition, it requires another finite or a non-finite verb as its head
Frame variations

Figure 3: A -kara tree-template. fin = Finite.
Inducing a (psycholinguistically motivated) dependency grammar for Hindi from a dependency treebank

- Main components:
  - Lexicon,
  - Frame variations,
  - Probability distribution of dependency types,
  - Prediction rules
Prediction rules

- As each incoming word is incorporated into the existing structure, predictions are made about upcoming words based on current information.
- In order for the parser to proceed in such a fashion it must have ready access to such information.
- The grammar that we propose, provides this information in the form of prediction rules.
- We begin with one simple cue, case-marker of the arguments.
  - Note: for illustrative purpose, while gathering statistics to formulate predictions shown here, we consider only verbal arguments. The presence of adjuncts has been neglected.
Prediction rules

- Arg1-Case $\rightarrow$ Verb cluster/template

- $ne$ (ERG) $\rightarrow$ transitive
- $ko$ (ACC) $\rightarrow$ transitive
- $se$ (INST) $\rightarrow$ ditransitive
- $0$ (NOM) $\rightarrow$ intransitive

- The verb classes that we get for $ne$, $se$, $0$ reflect the default distribution of ERG, INST and NOM case-markers vis-à-vis the type of verbs a they tend to occur with
- Of course, predictions will become more precise as more words are processed
Prediction rules

- Arg1-Case Arg2-Case $\rightarrow$ Verb cluster

- $0\ 0$ $\rightarrow$ copula
- $0\ -$ $\rightarrow$ intransitive
- $0\ se$ $\rightarrow$ transitive
- $0\ ko$ $\rightarrow$ transitive
- $0\ ne$ $\rightarrow$ transitive

- $ne\ 0$ $\rightarrow$ transitive
- $ne\ ko$ $\rightarrow$ transitive/ditransitive
- $ne\ se$ $\rightarrow$ ditransitive
Prediction rules

- as we get more information, we might have to revise our previous predictions and make necessary structural changes (or rerank in case of multiple parses)
- one can also use other features to make these predictions more realistic. For example, we could use features such as:
  - Position in sentence,
  - Animacy feature, etc.
Given the observation that predictions will go wrong and the parser will have to make revisions (or rerank), we need to ask:

- What is predicted?
- What are the different cues that are pooled to make a prediction?
- What is the processing cost when a prediction is incorrect?
- How can we quantify this cost?
- How does the prediction system interact with other aspects of the comprehension process?
### Predictions: Processing concerns

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Prediction</th>
<th>CO</th>
<th>NCO</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Correct prediction</td>
<td>Predicted → 0 0: copula</td>
<td>Predicted → ko ne: transitive</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Correct→ 0 0: copula</td>
<td>Correct→ 0 0: transitive</td>
<td>Correct→ ko ne: transitive</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Incorrect prediction (incorrect class)</td>
<td>Predicted → 0 0: copula</td>
<td>Predicted → ko ne: transitive</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Correct→ 0 0: transitive</td>
<td>Correct→ ko ne: ditransitive</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Incorrect prediction (incorrect word order)</td>
<td>Predicted → ko ko: ditransitive</td>
<td>Predicted → ?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Correct→ ko ko: ditransitive (NCO)</td>
<td>Correct→ ?</td>
<td>Correct→ ?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Incorrect prediction (incorrect class and word order)</td>
<td>Predicted → ko 0: ditransitive (NCO)</td>
<td>Predicted → ?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Correct→ ko 0: transitive (NCO)</td>
<td>Correct→ ?</td>
<td>Correct→ ?</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: Different prediction scenarios. Canonical order: CO, Non-canonical order: NCO

- **Prediction:** A verb template (Verb class, argument structure order)
- for example, after the 1st *ko* is seen, a canonical transtive-template is predicted, this prediction changes to non-canonical transitive template in case *ne* happens to be the next case-marker; on the other hand if a *0* case-marker was encountered instead, the parser revises its prediction to a canonical ditransitive-template.
There are 2 factors that will influence the processing cost of a prediction:

1. Correct/Incorrect verb-template prediction,
2. Correct/Incorrect argstr-order prediction,

Based on these two factors, the processing hypothesis about the cost of such a prediction is:

Correct prediction < Incorrect prediction (argstr order or verb class) < Incorrect prediction (argstr and class)

This will have to be evaluated experimentally.
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  • Issues and challenges
Boston, Hale, Patil, Kliegl, and Vasishth (2008) have previously used a transition-based dependency parser to model human sentence processing difficulty.

- But, their parser will not be able to correctly analyse crossing/discontiguous dependencies.
- In addition, they have no notion of prediction explicitly built into their system.
We plan to adapt the graph-based dependency parsing paradigm
The formulation proposed by McDonald, Crammer, and Pereira (2005), McDonald, Pereira, Ribarov, and Hajič (2005) needs to be modified in order to adapt it for the goals of this paper

a. the algorithm needs to be incremental
   - instead of starting with a complete sentence, one needs to form complete graphs out of all the available words at any given time

b. prediction rules need to part of the parsing process
   - forming complete graphs using unlexicalized tree-template (that will be predicted by already seen tokens), and extracting MST out of it

c. use the parser to compute costs due to
   - memory-based constraints, expectation, word order variation
Dependency grammar based human sentence processing system presents itself as an attractive alternative to phrase structure based models currently dominant in the psycholinguistic literature

- Representational simplicity
- Efficient parsing paradigms
- cf. talks at Depling2013
Issues and challenges

- **Parser adaptation**
  - the prediction system needs to be seamlessly integrated within the parsing process

- **Configurational constraints:**
  - considerable evidence that while processing some dependencies, for example, filler-gap dependencies, anaphora resolution, etc., human sentence comprehension system uses certain grammatical constraints (Phillips, Wagers, & Lau, 2011)
  - these constraints (e.g. c-command) have been traditionally formalized using phrase-structure representation
  - If it is true that the parser does employ configurational constraints such as c-command then it will be imperative to formulate a functionally equivalent definition of c-command within the dependency framework
Final remarks

- An attempt to build a dependency-based human sentence processor
- Dependency grammar induction is the first step towards that goal
- Grammar induction also points to various patterns that can be used to design informed experiments (which will in turn help the grammar/parser development)
  - Predictive parsing (and how it interacts with working memory constraints),
  - Non-contiguous dependencies (e.g. Relative clause, Genitives),
  - Processing non-canonical argument structure order
- Graph-based dependency parser needs to adapted to incorporate a predictive component, and to reflect memory-based constraints
Thanks!